
Fatal Incident investigation

police investigation

local authority investigation

initial notification

what to expect on site

criminal activity

corporate manslaughter

a little chaotic

Primacy

in office on your own

you only really do food safety 
with a bit of health and safety

who is going to investigate

what do you need to do?

you are authorised under s19

get brief details

grab bag

history of site?

is it LA?

Guidance

Just get onsiteJust you?

are you competent?

emotionally fit ?- nothing going on in your life to interfere/impact??

it is a 2 person visit?rules of engagement 2 person investigation

under my direction

one officer takes the lead-  not joint

primary s9 statementsecond officer- no opinion unless your legal team require

Ask 2 questions before you arrive or on arrival

Who is present

police

paramedics

fire service

staff / witnesses - shockmanaging vulnerable 
witnesses

under 18

distressed

incapacitated

company solicitor?

what is it?

Police always have it

definition

Ping PongHandover WRD document

Police decide whether it comes back to them

SOCO

how to manage

company reps/hs/MD

it is a 2 person visit?

gross negligence manslaughter

others

health and safety breaches

family liaison

Rules of engagement Primacy

police

local authority health and safety breaches

criminal activity

corporate manslaughter and/or gross negligence manslaughter

LA assists providing the hs expert advice

LA watching brief until police decide

is it work related

is it your LA?

pathologist report to 
help determine

PACE interviews

interviewing witnesses

advise on compliance gap analysis

prosecution

LA conducts investigation in parallel must coordinate with police investigation

progress

interviews

coordinate with police

police primacy

LA primacy

LA should carry out family liaison

police carry out family liaison

If LA is also investigating also need to consider family 
liaison family has a right to know about LA 
investigation

LA discuss with police

police pass on information via their family liaison or..

LA continues to arrange sep family liaison by agreement with police

Coroners Inquest

Who should carry it out?

NOT the investigating officer

can be someone from team or from within LA who is 'competent'

OFSTED

CQC

etc.

experienced in managing difficult situations/conversations

not affected by the incident details

knowledge of the case

recently bereaved

has some connection

emotionally/mentally strong

is the body in situ

is the site safe

you are NOT responsible for making the scene safe

you can advise on measures to help make safe

the duty holder, your employer and you are 
responsible for your safety

risk of  PTDSyour LA should have a policy

consider whether the risk to staff unfamiliar with 
scenes out weighs the benefit of seeing the body 

in situ

Police are far more familiar with this and expect 
you to be also.. it's ok not to be

the body

photos with no warning

ask and refer to your policy

you don't need to see the body in situ

ask if there are any sensitive photos

secure photo evidence - do not leave lying around on desk

operation

child/well publicised

make contact and family determines nature of contact

should NOT be the investigating officer acts as a buffer

always have an update to show the family continuing progress

main issue is disclosure

understands disclosure

don't be pressured to sharing confidential information

think about sensitivities

avoid calling on certain dates

how do you refer to the deceased

they are grieving - understand what that means

Certain meetings might benefit from their solicitor being present

purpose?

who

when

where

how

Jaimeson

Middleton

deals with facts

not interested in your opinion

evidence on oath/affirmation

heard with/without jury

interested persons can ask questions

conclusion

short form

narrative

post mortem

standard

forensic

Outcome

nothing

written report with recommendations

Simple Caution

prosecution

Work Related Deaths Protocol

WRD Protocol

Practical Guide

Handover

Timing of prosecution

avoid making a decision to prosecute before an inquest

12 point statement of intent

Guidance to Protocol

in writing

R v Beedie

Take copies to all meetings with police

PACE

Investigation

introduce yourself to police lead take WRDP

PACE

ask permission to  enter crime scene

remember your safety

discuss progress/actions to date

SOCO

Investigate

police not there to 
investigate health 

and safety
either interview witnesses 

separately or prompt police to 
ask certain questions about 

health and safety

direct SOCO

photos/measurements

interview witnesses - not crucial if vlunerable

is the scene safe

documentation

risk assessments

SOPs/SSW

training records

safety policy

maintenance records

specialist assistance required?

are they experts or just assisting you on the day

experts

on one of the expert registers

authorised under HSW s20(2)

assist the court - not you

choose carefully

provide you with a report

experienced

available - may need to attend court

court experience?

provide clear briefing

Agree costs

Assisting you. but 
not as an expert

LA colleagues? other

need to be authorised

not experts although may need statement

give evidence based on their opinion

attend site with you to advise

Officer wellbeing

Choose the investigation team carefully

debrief after all visits and regularly

Key decision logs

Are you ok?  Yes I am.... always the same lie

Counselling available

recognise the signs of PTSD

engage legal team early on

support the family through the process

support them through the Coroners Inquest

pre inquest meeting

explain purpose

share your report (provided your legal team o with this)

explain sensitivities re path report /photos etc

simply ask family how would you like 
me to refer to your husband, mother, 
son etc

NO LA involvement

investigating homicide, criminal activity

EA Regs

WRDP

Anything else relevantHSE Guidance

Can you ask them to assist photos etc.
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